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Abstract—To determine the potential of a low cost Irish
engineered timber product to replace high cost solid timber for use in
bending active structures such as gridshells a single Irish engineered
timber product in the form of orientated strand board (OSB) was
selected. A comparative study of OSB and solid timber was carried
out to determine the optimum properties that make a material suitable
for use in gridshells. Three parameters were identified to be relevant
in the selection of a material for gridshells. These three parameters
are the strength to stiffness ratio, the flexural stiffness of
commercially available sections, and the variability of material and
section properties. It is shown that when comparing OSB against
solid timber, OSB is a more suitable material for use in gridshells that
are at the smaller end of the scale and that have tight radii of
curvature. Typically, for solid timber materials, stiffness is used as an
indicator for strength and engineered timber is no different. Thus, low
flexural stiffness would mean low flexural strength. However, when
it comes to bending active gridshells, OSB offers a significant
advantage. By the addition of multiple layers, an increased section
size is created, thus endowing the structure with higher stiffness and
higher strength from initial low stiffness and low strength materials
while still maintaining tight radii of curvature. This allows OSB to
compete with solid timber on large scale gridshells. Additionally, a
preliminary sustainability study using a set of sustainability indicators
was carried out to determine the relative sustainability of building a
large-scale gridshell in Ireland with a primary focus on economic
viability but a mention is also given to social and environmental
aspects. For this, the Savill garden gridshell in the UK was used as
the functional unit with the sustainability of the structural roof
skeleton constructed from UK larch solid timber being compared
with the same structure using Irish OSB. Albeit that the advantages of
using commercially available OSB in a bending active gridshell are
marginal and limited to specific gridshell applications, further study
into an optimised engineered timber product is merited.

Keywords—Bending active gridshells,
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I. INTRODUCTION

RIDSHELLS are doubly curved structures, constructed
from initially straight elements that resemble shell
structures. Shell structures are inherently effective in their
structural performance leading to high span to thickness ratios.
They inherit their strength and stiffness from their three

dimensional geometry and curvature. Large open plan spaces
can be created with a minimum amount of material. Gridshells
represent a state of the art in structural timber engineering,
which are difficult to engineer. There are two principle
categories of gridshells, classified as bending active and
bending inactive gridshells. The term bending active means
that the structural elements have to bend considerably to give
the structure its shape, a type of bending pre-stress [1].
Alternatively, bending inactive describes a structure whereby
the structural elements do not need to bend to give the
structure its shape. A typical bending inactive structure would
be a truss, portal frame and a geodesic dome. The majority of
bending inactive gridshells have been constructed from steel
whereby the structure is comprised of numerous straight
elements each inclined at a different angle to its adjacent
element to give the structure its curved shape. Bending active
gridshells on the other hand are not all that common, however
a number of them have been constructed such as the
Multihalle in Mannheim [2], the Weald and Downland
Museum [3], and the Savill Garden centre [4] (Fig. 1).
Notably, the majority of bending active gridshells is
constructed from solid timber sections. However, there was a
high cost associated with these gridshells because solid timber
was used. Many natural defects such as knots, splits and grain
discontinuities occur in solid timber. These defects become
critical when using small sections, as the defects do not scale
with section size. Therefore, the solid timber material used for
the gridshells mentioned in [2]-[4] had to be specially selected
from the timber available. For the latter two gridshells
described in [3] and [4], from the lengths of sawn timber, the
defects were identified, removed and the defect free pieces
finger jointed back together. The average defect free piece was
600mm with the distances to be spanned for the Savill garden
gridshell being 90m and 25m [5]. The time and labour
required to carry this out led to a high processing cost along
with an initial high base cost for the actual material, which is
unsuitable for the sustainability of these structures. However,
in more recent years, alternative engineered materials have
been used in the construction of gridshells, more so for
bending active gridshells such as cardboard tubes [6] and glass
fibre reinforced polymers (GFRP) [7].
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Fig. 1 Savilll Garden Gridshhell

Fig. 2 Three pillars oof sustainable development
d

The reason for
f the shift toowards enginneered materiaals is to
doo with the fact that their maaterial propertties can be opptimised
foor a specific appplication. Thherefore the quuestion is cann a form
off engineered timber be moore suitable thhan solid tim
mber for
usse in bending active gridshhells. The prim
mary novelty of this
stuudy is to idenntify the potenntial for an Irish timber forr use as
thhe structural elements in bending actiive gridshellss. Irish
tim
mber is fast growing
g
similaar to timber inn Scotland annd other
temperate clim
mate. Hence, thhe material properties
p
andd ability
too source defecct free solid timber are pooor. In orderr to use
suuccessfully Iriish timber forr gridshells, an
a engineeredd timber
prroduct is prooposed. As there is no structural plywood
m
manufactured
in Ireland, thee next logical material of chhoice is
Orientated Straand Board (O
OSB). OSB is
i a mass prooduced,
t raw
suustainable Irissh timber prodduct and it usses 100% of the
m
material
in its manufacture. It is low cosst, has a low flexural
f
stiiffness and a considerable
c
r
reduction
in thhe number off defects
thhan with solid Irish timber.
B can be evvaluated for use in
Another waay that OSB
grridshells is to consider its suustainability. Sustainabilityy can be
brroadly definedd as:
“Sustainabillity encompassses the simplee principle off taking
froom the earthh only what it can providde indefinitelly, thus
leeaving future generations no less than we have acccess to
ouurselves.” [8]]
In the contexxt here of asssessing the pootential of Irissh OSB
foor bending acttive structuress, sustainabilitty is mentioneed with
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a strong emphhasis on ecoonomic factoors. A prelim
minary
susstainability study is caarried out to
t investigatte the
susstainability of
o an OSB ggridshell verses a solid timber
griidshell. A coomplete studyy would be based
b
on thee three
pilllars of sustainable develoopment, envirronment, econ
nomics
annd social, whicch are identifieed in Fig. 2.
Additionally, for the susttainability off buildings a fourth
inddicator needss to be loooked at whicch is the buuilding
reggulations. Thee economic aand environmeental indicatoors will
be assessed quaantitatively (aalthough with
h limited and proxy
b
reguulations
daata) while the social indicaator and the building
wiill be assessedd qualitatively.
This paper deetails a compaarative study of OSB versees solid
tim
mber in termss of structurall and materiall properties thhat are
unnique to bendding active ggridshells. Thhe unique grridshell
prooperties outlinned by [1] andd [9] are revissed here with respect
r
to OSB. In adddition, a preeliminary susstainability sttudy is
nability of an
n Irish
carrried out which determinees the sustain
OS
SB gridshell verses
v
one using imported solid timber with a
priimary focus on economicc factors. Thhis overall sttudy is
foccused on idenntifying the ppotential of OSB for use inn highennd structural applications
a
suuch as bendinng active griddshells.
Thhe specific objjectives of thiss study are:

To identifyy the uniquee characteristiics associated
d with
bending acctive structurres that havve implicationns for
design.
o E/fm ratios
o Flexural stiffness of available sectionss
o Variability
ber is more suitable
To investiggate if an enggineered timb

and sustainnable than solid timber for bending active
gridshells.
To assess the
t sustainabiility of constrructing a largee scale

gridshell inn Ireland usinng two speciific timber prroducts
(native and non-native) inn terms of red
duced environnmental
i
with llower costs.
and social impacts
The results presented
p
herre are based on short term
m cold
bending, thus no long term material
m
behavviours such ass creep
n
are impproved
annd stress relaxxation are acccounted for, neither
bending techniqques such as stteam bending..
II. COMPAR
RATIVE STUDY
Y
A. Stiffness vss Strength Rattio
A key indicaator of a giveen materials suitability for use in
bending active structures suuch as gridsheells is its abiility to
bend with relattive ease witthout breaking
g. Thus, a material
m
wiith a low stifffness and a high strengtth is ideally suited.
Reeference [9] uses
u
a ratio off E/fm and normalises the data
d
to
C224 and D30 grrades of timber. Referencee [10] uses a ratio
r
of
fm//E with fm in MPa
M and E inn GPa. This ratio
r
has advaantages
as it provides a direct comparrison to other materials as used
u
by
y. By compariing the
[11] and will bee the ratio used in this study
B with
rattio of bendingg strength andd bending stiffness of OSB
sollid timber and other enginneered timber products, it can be
seeen that OSB has
h an acceptaable ratio wheen compared to
t solid
tim
mber. The dataa used for thiss ratio was obttained from [110] and
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timber into hardwood and softwood. This means that OSB
(manufactured from a softwood timber) in terms of the fm/E
ratio is more suitable for bending active gridshells than any
softwood solid timber.

[12]; they are based on mean stiffness values. Fig. 3 compares
the strength and stiffness of various species and grades of
timber. The higher the fm/E ratio the more suitable a material is
for use in bending active structures. If a line is drawn from the
origin through the OSB data point it directly bisects the solid
60
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Fig. 4 Maximum curvature of different timber materials. The legend is displayed in a descending order of radius of curvature

B. Section Flexural Stiffness
The fm/E ratio is not enough to be able to make an informed
decision on a suitable material for use in bending active
gridshells. The maximum curvature (minimum radius) that a
length of material is able to form to is another essential
parameter. Using Euler-Bernoulli beam theory (1) the bending
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radius of a member can be calculated as a function of the
bending stress. By using the maximum bending stress of a
material fm, the minimum bending radius of the member can
be determined (2)
ெ
ூ
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Given the alrready defined fm/E ratio, thee minimum raadius of
cu
urvature is allso dependentt on the deptth d of the section,
s
y=
=d/2 for rectan
ngular section
ns giving (3):
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Therefore, in
n selecting a material for use
u in gridshells the
av
vailable sectio
on sizes of tthat material must be taken into
acccount. A com
mparison has thus been maade which adaapts the
prrevious fm/E ratio to incllude the secttion size giviing the
m
minimum
radiu
us of curvaturee for various timber
t
materiaals. The
seelected sectio
on sizes for each materiaal are based on the
m
minimum
sectio
on sizes that are
a commonly
y available acccording
to
o [13]. Fig. 4 shows the maximum curv
vature of OSB
B verses
otther engineereed timber prod
ducts such as plywood
p
and LVL
L
as
w as variouss grades of soolid timber. It can be seen that
well
t
the
m
maximum
curv
vature achievvable with OS
SB and plyw
wood is
co
onsiderably greater than fo
for LVL and solid timber,, which
in
ndicates that smaller
s
spannning gridshellls can be dev
veloped
w
with
adequate curvature suubject to strrength and stiffness
s
reequirements.
C. Multi-Layeer Gridshells
In order forr gridshells to
t span furth
her distances, issues
arround stiffnesss need to bee overcome as
a small sectio
ons are
ussed to achievee the requiredd curvature. The solution to
o this is
to
o increase thee number of layers
l
of the same small section,
s
w
which
was the technique addopted for thee gridshell exeemplars
m
mentioned
prev
viously. Durin
ng the forming
g of the gridsh
hell, the
laayers would be
b uncoupled therefore form
ming multiplee single
laayers simultan
neously. Once the requireed section haas been
acchieved, the layers
l
were th
hen locked to
ogether at thee nodes
an
nd shear bloccks were intrroduced to permit shear transfer
t
th
hough the layeers. This gavee the structure greater strength and
stiiffness in the out of plane direction.
d

d
Fig. 5 Dimensiions of gridshelll layers, (a) sinngle layer, (b) double
layer without shear
s
blocks, annd (c) double layyer with shear blocks
b
T
TABLE
I
FLEXURAL STIFFN
NESS GRIDSHELL LAYERS
a)
b)
c)

Case
Single Layer
Double Layerr w/o shear blockks
Double Layerr w shear blocks

I
2.43E-088
6.318E-07
7
6.561E-07
7

EI
137
3570
3707

mes stiffer
Tim
26
27
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By analysing
g the section of a single laayer (S.L.) veerses a
doouble layer (D.L.)
(
a signnificant increease in stiffn
ness is
obbserved. Here a rectangular section of 50 mm wide (b) and 18
mm
m thick (d) was
w analysed ffor a single laayer, a doublee layer
wiith a shear blo
ock and a doouble layer wiithout a shearr block
(Fiig. 5). Given that
t
each casee is made from
m the same material,
m
thee flexural stifffness EI is onlly varied by I,, the second moment
m
off area of the section. Using the equattion for the second
mo
oment of areea, I=(bd3)/122 and applyin
ng the paralleel axis
theeorem the flex
xural stiffnesss of each casee is given in Table
T
I.
Th
he elastic mod
dulus E was taken as 5650
0 N/mm2. It can be
seeen from thesee results that tthere is a conssiderable increease in
fleexural stiffness of the doublle layer section when compared to
thee single layer section (26 tim
mes stiffer).
D. Variabilityy in Material Properties
P
With bending
g active gridshhells, we are also
a concerned
d about
thee maximum bending
b
stiffneess of a particcular grade of timber
or timber prod
duct. In the ddesign of tim
mber structurees, the
n material aree to be
general stiffness requirementts for a given
suiitable to limitt deflection off a structural member. This often
gooverns the dessign process oover strength requirements. For a
sin
ngle structuraal member such as a beam in beending,
Reeference [14] suggests that Emin, the min
nimum characteristic
fleexural modulu
us of elasticity
y, be used in design calcu
ulations
forr deflection. However,
H
for structures co
omposed of multiple
m
eleements such as a floorr diaphragm Emean, the mean
ch
haracteristic fleexural MoE, ccan be used su
ubject to suffiiciently
cloose spacing to
t allow loadd sharing. Recalling
R
that for a
bending active structure
s
the ability
a
of the material
m
to ach
hieve a
t
the stru
uctures
desired curvatture is funndamental to
mplementation. Therefore, w
we are now also
a
concerneed with
im
Emax
mum charactteristic flexurral MoE. Thiis is a
m , the maxim
unnique charactteristic in tthe design of
o bending active
strructures. Oveerlooking thiis characterisstic may ressult in
preemature failu
ure of the strructure durin
ng constructio
on and
ereection processs. The requireement to consider this leadss on to
thee requiremen
nt of fully understanding
u
the variabillity of
maaterial properrties in order for an efficiient and pred
dictable
design. Emax is not accounted for in thee current stan
ndards.
n that the meann and minimu
um stiffness iss based
Hoowever, given
onn a form of the normal pprobability diistribution [15
5], the
maaximum stiffn
ness can be deerived (4). Alo
ong with driviing the
maaximum stiffn
ness, the coeefficient of vaariation (COV
V) can
alsso be derived.
ܧ௫ ൌ ܧ  ሺܧ െ ܧ ሻ

(4)

The COV is determined ass the ratio bettween the meean and
thee standard dev
viation, σ/μ. T
The maximum
m stiffness and
d COV
weere derived for
f the solid timber sectiions of Fig. 4 and
dissplayed in Taable II. Also displayed forr reference pu
urposes
aree the minimu
um and meann stiffness’s. All stiffness values
dissplayed are paarallel to the ggrain direction
n.
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TABLE II
MAXIMUM STIFFNESS (GPa) AND COV OF SELECT SOLID TIMBER GRADES
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Emin
Emean
Emax
COV (%)

C24
7.4
11
14.6
19.8

C30
8
12
16
20.2

C40
9.4
14
18.6
19.9

D30
9.2
11
12.8
9.9

D40
10.9
13
15.1
9.8

D60
14.3
17
19.7
9.6

OSB
4.19
4.93
5.7
9.1

This now creates an envelope for the material stiffness for
which can be used when making design decisions. In light of
this unique characteristic, there is a specific implication for
using OSB and other wood-based panels for bending active
gridshells. The change in the end use of OSB from its implicit
use in the standards needs to be understood along with the
implications of doing so. For the determination of
characteristic material properties in terms of bending, the
standards [16] suggest a test specimen width of 300 mm. This
width has an averaging effect of the material properties over a
narrower width, thus implying that the end use of the product
as defined by the standards is close to that of the full sheet. In
contrast to this, the end use of the product for bending active
gridshells is narrow strips of approx. 50-100 mm. Therefore,
there is less of an averaging effect for the material properties
resulting in a higher variability but closer to what is expected
in reality for bending active gridshells. A different material
testing strategy needs to be developed to account for the
deviation from the standards in terms of the end use of the
product. This is further discussed along with experimental
results in [17]. This also has implications for the way in which
the design codes and product standards are developed if the
design of bending active gridshells is to become standard
practice.
III. SUSTAINABILITY OF IRISH OSB VERSES UK LARCH
The second part of this study is to investigate the
sustainability of using Irish OSB verses imported UK larch for
the structural members in a bending active gridshell. The
research question being answered here is, is using engineered
Irish timber in a gridshell more sustainable than using
imported solid timber.
A. Functional Unit
In order to answer this question an existing gridshell, the
Savill garden gridshell, will be used as the functional unit. To
investigate whether Irish OSB is a more sustainable material
for gridshells, this building will be assessed by firstly
replicating it in Ireland using the same material (UK larch)
and then replacing the larch that makes up the roof structure
with an equivalent quantity of OSB to give the structure the
same strength and stiffness. The sustainability of each will be
assessed using straightforward indicators primarily concerned
with the economy and the environment but also with a
mention to society and building regulations.
B. Straight forward Indicators
As mentioned previously, the sustainability study is based
on the three pillars of sustainable development. The primary
indicator for this study is economy (cost). This includes the
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volume of material, time, processing and transportation. The
environmental indicators include the energy inputs for each
process, emissions, water and waste. The social indicators
include health and safety, aesthetics and the potential for Irish
industry. The building regulations would include
policymaking, legislation and governance. These indicators
are more clearly represented in Table III.
TABLE III
OUTLINE OF THE INDICATORS IN THIS STUDY
Item

Assessment

Indicator
Vol. of material

Economic

Quantitative

Environmental

Quantitative

Social
Building Regulations

Qualitative
Qualitative

Time
Labour
Transport
Processing
Embodied Carbon
Embodied energy
Irish Industry
Compliance

Unit
m3
€
€
€
€
€
kg CO2/kg
MJ/kg
-

C. Definition of Boundary
In order to assess sustainability, a clearly defined boundary
needs to be established. Hence, the longitudinal (Life Cycle)
boundary established for this study will be from the harvesting
of the timber in the forestry up to the construction of the
structural roof skeleton. Further clarifications on the
transverse boundaries will be established as each indicator is
discussed.
The longitudinal boundary for the assessment of
sustainability of a gridshell constructed from imported UK
larch has the following steps:

Harvest from forest

Transport to sawmill

Saw into laths

Transport to processing facility

Finger jointing

Transport to site

Scarf jointing

Construct gridshell
In addition, the associated boundary using OSB has the
following steps:

Harvest from forest

Transport to factory

Process into sheets

Saw into strips

Transport to site

Splice jointing

Construct gridshell
D. Assumptions and Data Gaps
The sustainability of the building in service is outside the
scope of this study. However, it is thought this would not
differ significantly for both buildings. As both roofs are
externally clad identically, they are expected to have the same
life expectancy.
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E. Assessmen
nt and Results
The manufa
facturing process of OS
SB starts wiith the
traansportation of
o the whole llogs to the mill
m wood yard
d where
th
hey are sorted
d. The logs are fed throu
ugh the debaarker to
reemove bark, which
w
is later used as fuel in the mill’s energy
su
upply. The en
ntire debarkedd logs are then
n cut into straands of
prrecise dimenssions. The strrands are deposited into wet
w bins
an
nd then dried
d until the appropriate moisture
m
con
ntent is
reeached. The sttrands are then
n blended with
h resin binderrs and a
sm
mall amount of
o wax, whicch improves the
t efficiency
y of the
reesin binder an
nd enhances tthe panel’s reesistance to moisture
m
an
nd water abso
orption. From
m here, the strrands go throu
ugh the
fo
orming line where
w
cross directional
d
lay
yers are formeed then
prressed under high
h
temperatture and presssure to form a rigid,
deense master panel
p
of OSB
B. Finally the master pan
nels are
co
ooled, cut to size, grade stamped,
s
staccked in bundlles and
sh
hipped [18].
orted larch grridshell, 400 trees were sp
pecially
For the impo
seelected from the Crown Estate’s com
mmercially managed
m
w
woodland
in Windsor
W
Great Park. Theese trees werre then
traansported to the
t sawmill w
which created 35km of lathss in 6m
lengths. Visuall grading sortted the high grade from the
t low
grrade. A GreCo
on Dimter OP
PTICUT 101 mechanical saaw was
ussed to cut outt the defects. The average defect free piece
p
of
tim
mber was 0.6
6 m in length. The defect free
fr pieces weere then
fin
nger-jointed back
b
together using a GreC
Con Dimter SUPRA
S
fin
nger-jointing machine. A total
t
of 10,00
00 finger joints were
reequired to creaate 10 km of hhigh grade deefect free timb
ber in 6
m lengths. The glue used waas a water baseed PUR glue. A total
w-grade timbeer and 10 km of high-gradee timber
off 10 km of low
w
were
created and
a transporteed to site. Th
he high-grade timber
w further pro
was
ocessed into 260
2 continuou
us single pieces each
up
p to 35 m in length
l
using 11000 scarf joints with a 1:7
7 slope.
Th
he characterisstic bending sstrength of th
he larch used was 35
N/ 2. The co
N/mm
ompleted sectiion of the griidshell was a double
laayer of laths 80
8 mm wide x 50 mm thick with shear bllocks in
beetween creatin
ng a total secttion depth off 190 mm. Giv
ven this
in
nformation, a C30 timber iss assumed, th
he moment ressistance
off the section is
i 12.9 kNm and
a the flexurral stiffness EII of the
2
seection is 450 kNmm
k
. The tootal volume off larch harvestted was
14
40 m3, from which only 80 m3 was used in the actual
bu
uilding. No data was available on wherre the waste material
m
w used.
was
An equivalen
nt composite section using
g OSB requirres four
laayers of 90 mm
m x 40 mm laaths with sheaar blocks in between
b
crreating a total section depthh of 280mm. This
T gives a moment
m
off resistance of the section to be 13.4 kN
Nm and the flexural
f
stiiffness EI of the section is 662 kNmm2. This is dou
uble the
am
mount of layeers required th
han the larch gridshell,
g
thuss 20 km
off OSB would be required foor the gridshelll laths along with an
esstimated 15 km
m for shear bllocks and splicing. A total volume
off OSB materiial is 126 m3. Given that all of the haarvested
m
material
is useed for the production of OSB, makes it an
effficient metho
od. The depth of the OSB ro
oof assembly is 47%
m
more
than the depth
d
of the llarch assembly
y (Fig. 6). Ass this is
on
nly a marginaal increase in terms of the overall scalee of the
bu
uilding, it is assumed
a
that it does not haave any impliications
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forr the assessmeent of this susttainability stu
udy.

Fig. 6 (a)
( OSB layers and (b) Solid tiimber layers

1) Economicaal Assessmentt
Although no clear data waas available on
n material cossts, it is
evident that th
he high quaality larch members
m
thatt were
d processed intto defect free lengths woulld have
haandpicked and
v
high cosst if required for a similarr project in Ireland.
a very
Addditionally, th
he transportatio
on cost is also
o deemed high
her due
to the specialised nature oof the materiial being imp
ported.
herefore the locally
l
sourceed, OSB can
n be produced at a
Th
considerably low
wer cost makking it a moree beneficial material
m
nomics.
in terms of econ
2) Environmeental Assessm
ment
The environm
mental assesssment of both
h structures will
w be
ms of energy and CO2 releease for the various
v
asssessed in term
staages of thee process. T
These stages are fabriication,
maintenance and demolitiion/end
traansportation, construction,
c
off life. Proxy data
d
was sourcced in terms of
o embodied energy
(M
MJ/kg) and em
mbodied carbbon (kg CO2/kg).
/
The em
mbodied
en
nergy takes intto account thee energy requiired for extracction of
thee raw materiaals, processinng and manuffacture, transp
port to
sitte and constru
ucted as the ffinished buildiing. Carbon dioxide
d
em
missions asso
ociated with this embod
dies energy is the
em
mbodied carbo
on.
The larch was
w classifiedd as a generral timber with
w
an
em
mbodied energ
gy of 8.5 MJ/k
kg and embod
died carbon off 0.4 kg
CO
O2/kg. The OS
SB has an em
mbodied energ
gy of 9.5 MJ//kg and
an
n embodied carbon
c
of 0.551 kg CO2/kg
g. The total energy
nd CO2 emisssion figures are calculated
d from
consumption an
thiis data and aree presented in Table IV.
TA
ABLE IV
TOTAL ENERGY
N
AND CO2 RELEASE FOR LARCH
A
AND OSB
Enerrgy (MJ)
CO2 release (t CO2)

Larch
477
30

OSB
658
35

From this datta, it can be seeen that larch solid timber has
h less
off an impact on the envvironment th
han OSB. This
T
is
preesumably duee to the processing, whereb
by the OSB reequires
ressins additionaal pressure andd heat inputs to
t form the prroduct.
So
olid timber on
nly requires ssawing and drying,
d
this was
w the
asssumption made here that the larch waas a standard
d solid
tim
mber. Howeveer this was noot the case fo
or the Savill garden
griidshell, the leengths of tim
mber are furth
her processed
d using
preessure and glu
ue to create deefect free laths. Therefore, though
t
noot stated here,, it is assumeed that the total energy an
nd CO2
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3) Social Impact
The social aspects of the sustainability of the two building
types are assessed qualitatively. Using OSB is positive from
an Irish point of view. The OSB material is 100% Irish. The
timber is locally sourced from sustainably managed forests,
and processed into OSB in Ireland. This has positive potentials
for the Irish industry, benefits the local economy and creates
jobs. Whereas the Larch timber for the original Savill Garden
gridshell was sourced in the UK and has to be imported at a
cost for use in Ireland.
4) Building Regulations
Given the fact that the same functional unit is used for both
building types and the only variation is the type of timber
product used for the structural roof skeleton, both building
types would have to comply with the exact same building
regulations. Therefore, no comparison can be made in this
regard.
IV. FURTHER WORK
The lack of data made difficult any meaningful quantitative
analysis. However, the preliminary study (both material
property comparison and sustainability) has shown that there
is a potential for OSB to be used in bending active gridshells.
OSB was identified to be more suitable for smaller scale
gridshells than solid timber, thus putting a restriction on its
use. In order to gain a more complete insight into limitations
of OSB for use in bending active structures, the following list
of items must be addressed:

A more complete sustainability study that will encompass
the entire life cycle (cradle to grave) of OSB and solid
timber.

A single normalized index (‘Suitability Index’) depicting
the suitability of OSB and solid timber across various
spans.
A qualitative suitability index is shown in Fig. 7 that
compares the suitability of OSB and solid timber for different
gridshell spans. The intersection at ‘A’ is the limiting
threshold whereby above this OSB is not a suitable timber
material for gridshells. Furthermore, once these limitations
have been established and quantified, work can begin on
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optimizing the OSB material through the manufacture process
to expand the threshold for OSB gridshells.
1
Suitability Index

release for modified larch timber is close to if not greater than
that for OSB.
Both structures are constructed similar whereby the first
layer is lifted into position and additional layers added until
the structure is complete. As the structure is relatively
lightweight when compared to structures of a similar size
made from steel or concrete, it is expected that the impact of
the construction phase is low in the overall assessment. It is
thought that the construction of the OSB gridshell make take
longer due to the extra number of layers. However, this can be
offset by lifting all layers together with the joints unlocked to
allow sliding between the layers. In addition, the impact of
transport will have an effect on the results as the two products
are sourced from two completely different locations, one of
which crosses international boundaries.

Solid
Timber

0.8
0.6
A
0.4
0.2
0

OSB
Gridshell Span →

Fig. 7 Qualitative suitability index of OSB compared to solid timber
for increasing gridshell spans

V. CONCLUSION
Engineered timber is a more suitable and cost effective
material for use in gridshells. Here an Irish engineered timber
product in the form of OSB compared against solid timber and
other engineered timber products under three main headings
that are relevant to gridshells. It was concluded that OSB is
suitable for use in gridshells, notably smaller span gridshells
with high curvatures.
A preliminary sustainability study was carried out to
compare using Irish OSB against imported larch for a large
scale gridshell constructed in Ireland. This preliminary study
concluded that in terms of environment and building
regulations both material were quite similar. On the other
hand, in terms of economics and society OSB has a more
positive impact than imported UK larch.
Given that OSB is manufactured from fast growing
softwood, the renewability of the forestry has a shorter time
period as compared to the solid larch used in the Savill garden
gridshell.
Overall, this paper successfully outlines to the wider timber
community of the potential of a substandard timber product in
the form of OSB as a replacement to the high cost solid timber
products previously used in state of the art timber structures
such as gridshells.
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